
 

 

 

 
 

CONMUN 2023 Technology Policy, Working Outside of 
Committee Policy, and Crisis Slack Links 

 

CONMUN 2023 will be enforcing a No Working Outside of Committee Policy. Any delegate found 

to have pre-written speeches, clauses, Crisis notes, Working Papers, Draft Resolutions, Directives, 

etc. will be removed from award contention. Furthermore, no work on resolutions and directives 

outside of allotted committee time will be permitted. Research materials and bullet point ideas/ 

notes are allowed. If you have any questions or wish to verify whether your notes follow this 

policy, please ask your Dais, or a member of the Secretariat.  

In General Assemblies, ECOSOCS, and Specialized Assemblies, the use of technology during 

committee sessions (other than unmoderated caucus) is strictly prohibited. If a delegate is found 

to be using technology outside of an unmoderated caucus, they will be removed from award 

contention.  

 

Crisis Committees at CONMUN 2023 will use Slack to send crisis notes. Crisis delegates are highly 

encouraged to bring their laptops or other electronic devices to every committee session. 

Electronic devices in committee may ONLY be used to send crisis notes via Slack. If a delegate is 

found to be using Slack or their devices for any purposes other than writing crisis notes, they will 

be removed from award contention. 

Please use the table below to join the Slack channel for your committee. Please do not join any 

other channels. Once you have joined the channel, please rename yourself as the country or 

character you will be representing. 
 

Committee Link to Join 

The Invasion of Laos https://join.slack.com/t/conmun2023laos/shared_invite/zt-
1qy1pgrwx-vJ2kNe4rxH9UtGPBDKB3Aw 
 

Saudi Arabia 2030: The Line https://join.slack.com/t/conmun2023theline/shared_invite/zt-
1r0alg9tc-vfBmDb4aCG16USeNLNxfZg 
 

Odysseus’ Ship https://join.slack.com/t/conmun2023ody-
iz74190/shared_invite/zt-1qpfg19pe-hdA2oxo5JOi_wUzZWwJj8Q 
 

Ad Hoc https://join.slack.com/t/conmun2023adhoc/shared_invite/zt-
1r0462scg-IWzMIR_wAiZAQd7u_jniUQ 
 

 

Please contact the Chargee D’Affaires, Annabel Zecchel, at chargee.conmun@cg-aa.org with any 

questions or concerns about the policies or the Crisis committee Slacks. 
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